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Introduction 
 
The confluence of massive amounts of openly available data, sophisticated machine learning 
algorithms and an enlightened citizenry willing to engage in data science presents novel 
opportunities for crowd sourced data science for social good. In this submission, I present 
vignettes of data science projects that I have been involved in and which have impact in 
various spheres of life and on social good. 
Complex systems are all around us: from social networks to transportation systems, cities, 
economies and financial markets. Understanding these complex systems may lead to 
solutions for problems ranging from famines, global crises, poverty, climate change and 
sustainable living despite over-population. Big data and citizen data science allows 
unprecedented computational power and collective intelligence to be brought to bear on 
fundamental challenges facing humanity like poverty, diseases, famines and developmental 
challenges. 
 
 
 
Crime in societies 
 
Using openly available data from the US Census and FBI combined with machine learning 
techniques, we uncover novel patterns of crime in US cities [1,2]. Our results have 
implications for public policy especially the number of police that should be allocated in 
larger cities and budget for law enforcement. 
 
We look at freely available data about violence and assault on women in US college 
campuses. Using machine learning techniques we uncover trends and patterns that highlight 
the need for protection of women and greater transparency in how universities handle cases 
of assault [4]. We have also built and freely shared tools that allow people to interact with the 
code and data [5]. These tools have the dual purpose of achieving crowdsourced citizen data 
science as well as outreach and engagement, thereby spreading awareness of relevant social 
issues. 
 
 
Public health and emerging diseases 
 
Global pandemics are on the rise. Novel disease like Zika and Ebola virus jump from species 
to species and ultimately affect humans. Using data from the Center for Disease Control (for 
West Nile virus) coupled with advanced machine learning techniques, we predict species that 



may likely be infected in the next pandemic [3]. We also predict infectivity of viruses from 
very sparse experimental data [4]. These kinds of techniques can help rapidly predict the 
potential of emerging viruses to spread, especially when we have very little experimental data 
about them.  
 
In rare cases, the immune system can attack the cells of the host organism causing 
autoimmune diseases. We implemented a computational framework that combines 
bioinformatics and network analysis with an emerging targets platform [5]. The 
computational framework can be used to find drug targets for autoimmune diseases. It can 
also be used to find existing drugs that can be repurposed to treat autoimmune diseases based 
on networks of interactions or similarities between different diseases. Our computational 
framework uses open data on drug targets to find novel therapeutics for autoimmune diseases 
and potentially even other dysfunctions. 
 
The code and associated material is available online [6]. An open source framework enables 
anyone with a computer and an internet connection to start searching for drug targets. Such 
kinds of frameworks can enable citizen scientists to contribute to drug science. 
 
 
 
Society and developing nations 
 
Scientific collaboration networks are an important component of scientific output and 
contribute significantly to expanding our knowledge and to the economy and gross domestic 
product of nations. We examined data from the Mendeley scientific collaboration network. 
We analyzed this data using a combination of machine learning techniques and dynamical 
models [7]. We highlight inequalities in global networks of scientific collaboration. This has 
implications for how developing nations invest in science and are able to make economic 
progress. Our model and analysis gives insights and guidelines into how scientific 
development of developing countries can be guided. This is intimately related to fostering 
economic development of impoverished nations and creating a richer and more prosperous 
society. 
 
 
Citizen data science for complex systems 
 
Complex systems are all around us: from social networks to transportation systems, cities, 
economies and financial markets. Understanding these complex systems may lead to 
solutions for problems ranging from famines, global crises, poverty, climate change and 
sustainable living despite over-population. Understanding complex systems and solving real 
world problems will need building multi-scale computational models that integrate 
understanding from multiple levels of aggregation. Such computational models will have to 
be 1) scalable, 2) need to make inferences from huge amounts of data (big data) and 3) 
practitioners will have to talk with different stakeholders to understand problems and 
communicate solutions to them. Computational models that scale will be critical in 
understanding complex systems: disease models, socio-economic systems, biological 
systems. 
 



We have made all our code and analysis available online [8] 
(http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.883783). We hope this will allow any citizen scientist to 
engage in model building and hypothesis testing. 
 
We need citizen scientists enabled with open data and freely available computational 
techniques to engage with humanity’s pressing problems. Big data and citizen data science 
allows unprecedented computational power and collective intelligence to be brought to bear 
on fundamental challenges facing humanity like poverty, diseases, famines and 
developmental challenges.  
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